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#2 LOGICAL CONSEQUENCE
Classically, to say X is a logical consequence of a set S
of formulas means X is true in every model (Boolean
valuation) that makes all the members of S true.
logics, however, things are more complicated.

For modal

Should we

require that X hold in every model in which the members of
S hold, or should we require that X hold at every possible
world at which the members of S hold?
notions generally.

They are different

Actually, both versions are of

interest, and so are various combinations of them.

So

we

introduce some specialized notation to symbolize them.
Specifically, we use the

~ ê ê ç ï I ú I =

familiar from the

Gentzen sequent calculus, Gentzen [1935], but we will allow
sets to appear on both sides of the arrow, rather than
sequences of formulas.
advantages for us.

This has certain technical

Also for the time being, the sets

involved can be infinite.

The arrow is used in symbolizing

the "holds at each possible world" version of logical
consequence.

It will be studied for its own sake starting

with 116.
Also we use the (double) turnstyle, F, commonly used
to denote a consequence relation.

Here it symbolizes the

"holds in each model" version of logical consequence.

Now,

the details.
Definition:

By a sequent we mean an ordered pair <U,V> of

sets of signed (unsigned) formulas.
write U---+V instead of <U,V>.

Following custom, we
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In Classical logic the sequent U----. V may be read
informally as, "if all elements of U are true then at least
one element of Vis true."
Definition:

(See Smullyan [1968] pg 104.)

In the Kripke model <G, R, 11->, for

say r 11-(U- V) provided: if r
then r
Remarks:

r

E:

G, we

forces every member of U

forces some member of V.
Then

ê ú Y ì J î F = means

r n-uuv, where V means

the set of conjugates of members of V.
Next we bring in the notion of holding in a model,
that is, at all the worlds of it.
Definition:

A (signed) formula or a sequent is valid in

ú =

model <G, R, If-> if it is forced by every world in G.
Finally, the compound notion we are really after.
Definition:

Let S, U and V be sets of signed (unsigned)

formulas, and let L be one of our modal logics.

1\

We write

S
(U---+ V) to indicate: U---+ V is valid in every
L-model in which all the members of S are valid.
Remarks:

To see that we have the desired flexibility, we

note the following.
single formula.

Here S is a set of formulas and X is a

Trivially, the members of 0 are forced at

each possible world, and are valid in each model.
Consequently S F 0---{X} asserts that X is valid in
L
every L-model in which the members of S are valid.
0 I=

L

S--. {X} asserts that, in every L-model, X is
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forced by each possible world that forces all the members
of S.
We feel the following are useful.

Notational conventions:

We sometimes drop parentheses, writing

1)

sF

I=

ì ú î Ñç ê p =

L
L
the preceeding remarks.

(U---->V).

Indeed,wedidsoin

If X is a single (signed) formula, we generally

2)
write

I\

S,X

U--7V

I= U,X--->V
L
I= U--->V,X

S
S

L

for

su {X}

for

S

1=

for

S

I=

L

L

FL u---. V
Uu{X}---+V
U----->Vv{X}

and similarly for any finite number of formulas.
3)

I=

S

L

0ú

For a single formula X we write S
ô u õ K=

I=L X for

(See Remarks above.)

V. Then,
I= L U----> V for 0 1= L Uú =
4) We write
combining this with 2), for a single formula X we write
U---->{X}. (See Remarks above.)
L
5) Note that, combining 3) and 4), for a single
I=L X for !il I=L 0-----+{X}. This simply
formula X we write
asserts that X is valid in all L-models, the central notion
of Chapters One and Two.
I=

L

U---->X for 0

I=

We record the following simple, but useful facts,
whose proofs we leave to the reader.
Proposition 2.1:

Suppose S<;;;S', U<;;;U' and V<;;V'.

If

s
Proposition 2.2:

Let S, U and V be sets of unsigned

formulas, and X and Y be unsigned formulas.

Then
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1)

S,X,Y

2)

s

I=

3)

s

F=

L
L

u___,v

iff

S,(XAY)

U,X,Y----?V

iff

s

U-->V,X, Y iff

s

I=

L

'"L

'"L

u ____. v.

U,(XA Y)-V.

FL U-----> V, (X v Y).

To get some feeling for the difference in the roles of
S and U in S

F=

L

U---> V we note the following.

Suppose a formula X is forced at every world of a
model <G,R, If->.
every

Then for any

r *, and hence r If-oX.

every world of that model.

r E:G, trivially

r*lf-X for

Thus oX is also forced at

And then so is o

D

X, and so

on.
Consequently, using the unsigned version,
s,x

1=

L

s,x, ox

u-v
1=

L

u-v
.

s,x, ox, o ox F=L u--v
etc.
all turn out to be equivalent.

But it is easy to produce

examples (try it) to show that
s
and

I=L u,x-v

s I= u,x, ox-v
L
are not always equivalent.

We return to this point in #5.

Above we introduced notation capable of distinguishing
between behavior at a particular world in a model, and in
the model itself.

There is yet another concept that modal

logicians have investigated: behavior in a frame.

More

precisely, a formula, or a set of formulas, is said to be
valid
<G,R,

á å ú = frame

<G,R> if it is valid in every model

If-> that is based on that frame <G,R>.

example, if P is atomic, the formula

For

DP :::J P is valid in a
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frame <G,R> if and only if R is reflexive, a fact that is
straightforward to verify.
This naturally gives rise to yet one more notion of
logical consequence.

We might call X a frame

Åç å ë Éè ì Éå ú ú =

of S (not standard terminology) if X is valid in every
frame in which the members of S are valid.

Thus we have

three modal versions of logical consequence, depending on
whether one considers worlds, models or frames.
It is easy to check that, in the following list of
consequence notions, each item implies the next:
1) 1=

K
2) S I=

ë ú ñ =

K

X

3) X is a frame consequence of S.

On the other hand, it is also easy to see that, for a
variable P, P I= OP but 1= m ú a m I = hence 2) does not
K
K
imply 1). And both Fine [1974] and Thomason [1974] have
given (rather complicated) examples to show that 3) does
not imply 2).

Thus we have a proper heirarchy of

consequence notions.
Validity in frames is a notion of much interest to
those who study the model theoretical features of modal
logics.

We are interested largely in proof procedures

here, and Thomason [1972] essentially shows that the notion
of frame consequence is not subject to proof theoretic
methods.

More precisely, he shows that there is no set of

finitary rules of derivation (such as modus ponens or
necessitation) that would allow the axiomatic derivation,
from an arbitrary set S, of exactly the frame consequences
of S.

He also shows that the frame consequence notion is

not recursively enumerable.

Consequently, we do not

investigate frame consequence in this book.

We concern
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ourselves solely with at-a-world and in-a-model notions,
and ignore in-a-frame ones.
#3

STRONG TABLEAU COMPLETENESS

We extend the tableau rules from Chapter Two #1,2 to deal
with the logical consequence notions introduced in the
previous section.

For the entire of this section L is one

of the logics K, K4, T, S4, D or 04.
Definition:

Let S, U and V be arbitrary sets of signed

(unsigned) formulas.

By an L-tableau for

of Q as local assumptions and members of

ú = using
ú = as

members

global

assumptions we mean any tableau that
1)

begins by putting down a finite subset of V (in

any order),
2)

proceeds according to the usual tableau rules for

Las given in Chapter Two #1,2,
3)

but which allows the following two assumption

rules:
local assumption rule:

before any of the usual tableau

rules for L are applied, any member of U may be added to
the end of the branch;
global assumption rule:

at any point in the tableau

construction, any member of S may be added to the end of
any branch.
Example:

Suppose the logic is K, S

{T o o X} and V = {FoX}.

= {TDX::::>X},

U

=

Here is a closed K-tableau for V

using U as local assumptions and S as global assumptions.
(We will show shortly that the closure of this tableau
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implies that
DX:>X

f:K

a a u ú u KF =

The tableau construction begins
(1)

FDX

(2)

To ox

Explanation: (1) is the only member of V, and this is a
tableau for V.

(2) is a member of U and is put down

according to the local assumption rule.
( 1)

-F-8"Jt

(2)

ú a l G=

(3)

TDX

(4)

FX

We continue.

Explanation: (4) is from (1) by the K-rule given in Chapter
Two #1, but before it was put down, Branch Modification
Rule 1 was applied, causing us to cross out (1), and
replace (2) by (3).
Next, we can add the member of S using the global
assumption rule, to get
(1)
.(2)

(3)

ú

=

'I DO*

TDX

(4)

FX

(5)

TDX:::lX

Now an application of the
tableau.

p -rule provides a closed
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